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Hi Mary,
I finally have a second to respond to some email as fire has been keeping me quite busy but it is back
 to normal duties now. So in response to your questions regarding ten lakes I will attempt to fully
 answer your questions but considering number of trails in the area I might not give enough detail. If
 that is the case hit me back and I will try to give you more info. I have annotated your message
 below in red.
 
Maintenance: All trails could use more treading and brushing to fully satisfy the TMO’s but we have
 been trying to use YCC on trail days to do general maint. like brushing and waterbar cleaning on
 some of the easier trails like Wolverine and Bluebird. Generally that is not enough especially
 considering that one good thunderstorm will negate all that work and in a perfect world we would
 be able to clean them again.  The trails accessing Wam and Stahl have also been seeing more
 maintenance in the last few years and should be hitting the TMO now.
 
Annotated message from you.
Could you provide me with a list of maintenance needs, or problem areas on trails in the Ten Lakes
 area?  If possible the nature of the problem (tread because of vegetation growth, erosion because
 of stock use or biking) etc.  This is for the Travel Management planning we are doing for Ten lakes.
 Thanks
Brush on our troads is probably our biggest time suck in regard to maint. Rich, Foundation, Camp,
 Clarence Ness, Williams, Blacktail, Stahl Peak, Clarence. All have portions that are old road beds that
 take a considerable amount of routine maintenance to keep up to TMO.
 
Info I would be looking for:
Contact with public you’ve made – were they hiker, stock, bikers? I see very few folks when I’m out
 probably due to start times, but of those I do see mostly are hikers. I do hear about a fair number of
 horses mostly over weekends and biking has increased hugely as many are afraid of losing that
 opportunity (ride it while you can type of thing), what are they saying about the trails?  Most
 comments I hear are that the trails are in good shape but brush is a little heavy in spots. Good
 shape, need work, too many people? Good shape but some are not quiet to TMO in sections
How often and when was the last time you maintained the trails in the WSA? For the last 4 years
 every trail has been at minimum logged out yearly. Triage with YCC and MCC for heavy brushing and
 some retread. Scattered retread in the worst areas with my crew.  Do you get to all of them every
 year? Yes cleared yearly. Are there any major resource problems (trail washed out No but some
 erosion due to unsustainable trail design (fall-line trails), tread gone No, but widening in some areas
 due to horse activity (bluebird and wolverine), in sensitive area need to move? No as long as
 structures continue to see maintenance)
Do you keep a log of encounters when you are on a trail? There are so few when I am out that there
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 is no physical record. Ten Lakes count this year is at 7 on trail encounters. Pretty average for most
 years but it is hard to catch us. J
 
Hope that helps let me know if you need anything else.
 

Dan Ward 
Trails Manager

Forest Service
Kootenai National Forest
Fortine & Rexford Ranger Districts

p: 406-296-7134 
danieljward@fs.fed.us

Rexford RS
949 Hwy 93 N 
Eureka, MT 59917
www.fs.fed.us 

Caring for the land and serving people

 
 

From: Laws, Mary -FS 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2015 11:20 AM
To: Ward, Daniel J -FS
Subject: Trail maintenance needs in Ten Lakes area
 
Could you provide me with a list of maintenance needs, or problem areas on trails in the Ten Lakes
 area?  If possible the nature of the problem (tread because of vegetation growth, erosion because
 of stock use or biking) etc.  This is for the Travel Management planning we are doing for Ten lakes.
 Thanks
 
Info I would be looking for:
Contact with public you’ve made – were they hiker, stock, bikers?, what are they saying about the
 trails? Good shape, need work, too many people? How often and when was the last time you
 maintained the trails in the WSADo you get to all of them every year?  Are there any major resource
 problems (trail washed, tread, in sensitive area need to move? )
Do you keep a log of encounters when you are on a trail?

 
Thanks mary
 
 

Mary Laws 
Recreation/Wild/Trail Program Manager
Forest Service
Kootenai National Forest
p: 406-283-7648 
mlaws@fs.fed.us
31374 US Highway 2 
Libby, MT 59923
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